8:30-9:20  **Light Breakfast** (in the Fireside Lounge)
9:20-9:30  **Pranav Anand**, Graduate Director  Opening remarks

*Session 1 (chair: Oliver Northrup)*

9:30-10:00  **Karl DeVries**  Sources of information deployed during agreement attraction [abstract]
10:00-10:30  **Clara Sherley-Appel**  The syntax of coordination below the word [abstract]

10:30-11:00  **Coffee Break**

*Session 2 (chair: Anie Thompson)*

11:00-11:30  **Brianna Kaufman**  Learning an unproductive process: Turkish emphatic reduplication [abstract]
11:30-12:00  **Erik Zyman**  Equatives and result constructions: The view from P’urhepecha [abstract]

12:00-1:45  **Lunch** (on your own; try the Stevenson Coffee Shop!)

*Session 3 (chair: Nate Arnett)*

1:45-2:15  **Karen Duek**  The polysemy of container pseudo-partitives in English [abstract]
2:15-2:45  Anna Greenwood  Unpacking naturalness and simplicity biases in phonological pattern learning [abstract]

2:45-3:00  Coffee Break

Session 4 (chair: Boris Harizanov)

3:00-3:30  Nick Kalivoda  Loan adaptation in Teotitlán del Valle Zapotec [abstract]

3:30-4:50  Distinguished Alumna Lecture

  Ruth Kramer  A new approach to the morphosyntax of gender
  (Georgetown Univ.)  [abstract]

4:50-5:00  Sandy Chung, Department Chair  Closing remarks